The Blessing of 2016
Hello to you and your kin once more, from the Davis Family! This marks a very special time of the year for
us, as we have begun to see the vineyards come to life at the same time we have finished bottling about a
dozen wines. It is a time for celebration of new life, and continued dedication to each and every barrel as it
finishes its journey. Each and every one is different, just like the many different wines they become. It
requires dedication to the vineyard, the varietal, as well as the vintage. As we have progressed from the
first year of the drought, in 2012, to the vintage we are sending to you, 2016, we have seen so much
change. We began working with progressively lower yields, watching as the rains were present, but farther
apart. This meant smaller clusters, with more deliciously concentrated flavors. Our dedication meant that
they did not come out of balance, nor did we try to mitigate the issue with aggressive irrigation. After
finishing the 2015 vintage, looking at an average 50% yield in the vineyard, we were very worried initially.
However as these grapes fermented to wine, as that wine blossomed in barrel, and then grew into its
personality in bottle, we all know those worries were unnecessary. We may have had less, but the vintage
brought us so much more. This remains the case in 2016. Although they were still low, yields increased
slightly, while holding onto the succulence that made 2015 so special. As we progressed through the
season, 2016 proved to be something special with average temperatures in the 70’s, not taking a minute
for granted as they built exceptional complexity at a steady pace. When they came into the winery at
harvest, these young wines told us a story. While our vineyards could not speak, they could definitely
navigate the challenges. They sent roots deeper into the earth to draw out the precious water they
wanted, also finding the micronutrients needed to build complexity. This effort became the silver lining to
less volume, as each vintage increasingly concentrated its flavor, but also added a depth in minerality,
spice, and floral aromas, so much that these wines were more interesting, not more extracted. Layered and
alluring from exceptional flavors and luscious textures, they remained classic in their Russian River
character; bringing juiciness without jamminess and allowing the fruit to be lengthened by elegant
acidity. We are all part of a truly unique time in the history of our Russian River AVA, when we can all very
actively take part in the study of climate and its direct influence on the wine we love to drink.
From Our Vineyards and Our Hearts,
Cooper Davis

2016 Cuvee Luke
This incredible blend of 48% Roussanne, 35%
Marsanne, and 17% Viognier celebrates its 10th
vintage this year! Named for our eldest grandson,
Luke, this is a juicy Rhone style blend aged in full
stainless steel. Grown in the heart of Russian River
Valley at Saralee's Vineyard, each of the varietals
picks up a unique minerality from the gravelly
loam soil, called Cortina. We bring the Marsanne
and Viognier into the winery, where they are
whole-cluster pressed and fermented in stainless
steel tanks. The Roussanne, however, is only
destemmed and is held in a tank on the skins for
10 days at 40 degrees Fahrenheit, too cold to
ferment. This brings a waxy texture to the wine
that preserves the delicate flavors and aromas of
the Marsanne and Viognier. All three wines are
then fermented over a few weeks using all native
yeast, bringing to life this one of a kind blend we
are proud to share with you! A necessity in every
June shipment, join us in drinking this Davis
Family Vineyards summertime classic!

2016 Russian River Valley Pinot Noir
A truly special blend of our favorite Pinot Noir
vineyards from Russian River Valley. The only
blend of Pinot Noir that we make, this wine
consists of the bits and pieces of our single
vineyards that we believe are the most
expressive of our region as a whole. This means
that the value of this wine is a steal! Single
vineyard fruit with an additional element of
craftsmanship, as we sit down once again to
blend what we believe true representation of
perfect Russian River Valley Pinot Noir to be! In
many years, the sum can even be better than
each of the parts! Pie cherry and rose petals,
with savory baking spices on the nose are met
by juicy red fruit and long acidity on the palate.
This blend is truly representative of several
microclimates, so patience pays rewards! Enjoy
it over the course of a couple hours and watch
as it transforms in your glass!

